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Forty Hall
Woodlands Lake
This Sunday sees the Pike match here open to all members but phone to book
The draw will be by swim 24 at 8am it will be a walk off [ for those that don’t normally go
to outings this means you will walk off by the number you draw and pick your own
swim.]
The fishing being 9am to 2pm.
Entry fee is £5 and it is winner takes all.
All the pike rules on the E.A.C. pink card apply the main one being ‘sea dead baits’ only
Note! The car park is locked nightly see board at entrance of car park for time, if you are
in after lock up you will be there until 7.30am next morning, the car park is not security
patrolled or watched over. Park in the road outside it is safer.

Fishers Green

With the showers and ‘sort of rain’ that we are getting the river is likely to fish well at
various times during the daytime, it has thrown up some good fish over the last week
after dark. The pits continue to produce pike to deadbaits and to large spoons and
plugs.

Turnford
As mentioned in the last issue we have stocked 450 Carp in the range 2-4lbs into Boot
pit, a few anglers have fished it and caught both the new inhabitants and some larger
ones stirred into action by the newcomers.

Paradise pond

We haven’t had a problem with the leaves this year and so far no early freeze up like last
year.
As usual as soon as the cooler weather comes hardly anybody fishing, so no reports
Remember it is float rod or light quiver/swingtip rod only, 8lbs line / size 10 hooks max
and a no buzzer fishery. See ‘Bankside-on-line 14’. If you can not remember or have
lost No. 14 let me know for a copy.

Passingford
The pond still awaits new residents negotiations are still ongoing, it will most likely be
after Christmas before we introduce fish

Outings/matches

One more match before Christmas then we start again in Jan with Arrons on the 8th this is
always a popular venue as so far it has never let us down. The Carp don’t seem
aware of winter and the silver fish have given us nets of 50lbs before.

Relief channel R.S.A.
A few pike anglers have been on the bank and have been successful with fish up to 10lbs
mainly taken on plugs.
If you know of any member not getting this magazine please get them to ring me 020 8505 3215
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